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KEY ROSWB.l. "EYEWITNESS" CHANGES STORY SIGNIRCANTLY
Jim Ragsdale, one of two key (alleged) "first- hand eyewitnesses" on whom Kevin Randle
and Don Schmitt based their revised crashed-saucer scenario in their second book "The Truth
About the UFO Crash at Roswell," has significantly changed his story because of "monetary
inducements," according to Randle. Randle offered this explanation in his Oct. 16 talk at a
UFO conference in Pensacola, Fla. But he indicated that he has complete confidence in the
veracity of Ragsdale's original version-- because Ragsdale's family earlier endorsed it.
As reported in SUN #27 (May 1994), Ragsdale originally claimed that he and a female
friend were out camping on the night of July 4, 1947- -roughly 35 miles north of Roswell- -when
they saw a fiery object crash nearby.
According to Ragsdale's original account, he and his
girlfriend got into their jeep and managed to find a ravine where the UFO had crashed.
According to the R / S book [p. 4]: "Using a flashlight with weak batteries .... They saw the remains

of the ship stuck in the side of the cliff. ... It was late, and the flashlight was failing. They returned
to their Jeep and drove back to the campsite." [SUN comment: It never occurred to Ragsdale to
drive 35 miles back to Roswell to report the crash.] The next morning, according to Ragsdale's
original tale, he and his girlfriend returned to the site where they saw "bodies or something
laying there. They looked like bodies." Ragsdale claims he quickly departed when he saw a
military convoy approaching.
At the recent Pensacola conference, Randle admitted that Ragsdale is now telling a
story that is "significantly di({erent than the story he originally related to us .... Thestory he tells

now is much more exciting than just seeing the bodies in the distance. He's now talking about going
down and trying to pull the helmet o([ one o( the dead aliens and seeing big black eyes which is f!Ot
consistent with what we have learned about what the Aliens look like."
[Randle would have been more accurate if he bad said that Ragsdale's revised ET
description differs from one provided by R/S's star witness--Frank J. Kaufmann--whose
description in turn differs from one offered by former mortician--Glenn Dennis--which Dennis
claims is based on a sketch provided by a nurse named Naomi Sel rr who (allegedly) participated
in an autopsy on three dead ETs.]
According to Randle, "Ragsdale has signed a paper with another organization to provide ·
his story for monetary inducements. In other words, he's getting paid for his story now.... We
believe the changes were coached by those who want to sell his story .... If I were a skeptic, I would
be delighted at this point because it would be very easy to discredit the testimony of Jim Ragsdale."

Randle Earlier Claimed Key Witnesses

~~Corroborate

One

Another~~

In articles written by Randle before Ragsdale changed his story, published in the
Houston UFO Network 's HUFON Report newsletter, Randle admitted that "we place enormous
confidence" in the testimonies of Ragsdale and Kaufmann. In the August 1994 article, Randle
claimed "they tend to corrobo~QJe fdne another."
When R/S interviewed Kaufmann prior to
publishing their first book [R/ S #1] in mid -1991, his story was that "he had been [only J an
observer to the events rather than a participant in them," according to Randle's article in the July
issue of the H UFON Report. (Emphasis added.) But during an interview two years later, when
Randle said he "once again" asked if Kaufmann bad seen "any bodies," Kaufmann said: "Yes."
This, Randle said, provided "the first eyewitness link between the events in Roswell in July 1947
and alien creatures." R/8- HAD STRUCK OIL, OR PERHAPS IT WAS "SNAKE-OIL."
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According to Randle, Kaufmann claimed that be had been sworn to secrecy about his
involvement in the crashed-saucer recovery "and felt honor bound to keep that secret. Now, after
so much time had passed, he wanted to share the story, but only ·what he felt he could say without
· violating his honor. And he was in communication with others who had been as deeply involved. They
were deciding what to release and what to withhold in consultation with one another. • [This
explanation provides a convenient excuse for Kaufmann to add embellishments to his earlier
stories without raising Randle's suspicions.]
In Randle's article in the August issue of the HUFON Report, he claims that "many
aspects" of the tales told by Kaufmann and Ragsdale "have been corroborated by others who were
clearly in Roswell in July 1947 and who can prove it." Consider the following reports of how
many ET bodies were (allegedly) seen and recovered at the •fmpact Site" near Roswell,
according to witnesses cited by R/S in their recent book:
Kaufmann: 5 bodies [p. 10]
Ragsdale: 3 bodies [p. 1 03]
Mortician Dennis: 3 bodies- -2 of them badly mutilated [p. 22]
Frankie Rowe: 2 bodies + 1 live ET [p. 17]
Anaya Montoya: 3 bodies + 1 live ET [p. 19]
Mary Bush: 1 body [p. 18]
Barbara Dugger: 3 bodies + 1 live ET [p. 35]
Randle's August article concludes: "We were very cautious before we accepted the
testimonies o[ Ragsdale and MacKenzie [a pseudonym used for Kaufmann, who wished to hide
his identity]. We waited [or verification and corroboration, which we [ound. •

Randle Seemingly Endorses, Then Rejects, Project Mogul Explanation
Kevin Randle was able to obtain and read an advanced copy of the 189- page report
"Roswell In Perspective, • authored by Roswell researcher Karl Pflock and published by the
Fund for UFO Research last summer, which concluded: "It is all but certain that at least the grear
majority of what was found at the debris field ... was the wreckage of a huge balloon [from the J Top
Secret, highly sensitive Project Mogul." [SUN #29 / Sept. 1994] On July 6, Randle wrote Pflock
to congratulate him and characterized Pflock's report as "an impressive work" which Randle
said "certainly supports the theory that a Mogul balloon was responsible [or the Brazel ranch find."
Randle added: "The array o[ testimony and evidence docs seem to lead to that conclusion. •
But two months later, on Sept. 7, when Randle was interviewed over radio station WBAI
in New York, he said: "There's absolutely no evidence that Project Mogul was responsible (or what
was found on the {Bra zell ranch. • Randle added: "Nor does it explain the Impact Site some 35
miles from the ranch." [More acCUf<)tely, 35 miles from Roswell.]
'

.. .-

During Randle's Pensacola talk on Oct. 16, he challenged the Project Mogul explanation
for the Brazel ranch debris. But he added that "if there were two distinct sites" [one on the
Brazel ranch 75 miles northwest of Roswell and another only 35 miles north of Roswell, as
claimed by Ragsdale, Kaufmann and Rowe] "we could ... give [concede] the Air Force Project Mogul
on the Brazel ranch ... and l]Ot damage the Roswell case at all. •
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In other words, if a Project Mogul balloon crashed on the Brazel ranch, this could not
possibly explain the crashed saucer and ET bodies (allegedly) found at the Impact Site near
Roswell, as reported by Ragsdale, Kaufmann and Rowe. [Frankie Rowe claims that her father,
a Roswell city fireman, was dispatched to the Impact Site. Yet none of the other (alleged)
witnesses- -including Ragsdale and Kaufmann- -reports any signs of fire at the Impact Site.]
Randle concluded: "Of course the Air Force Project Mogul [explanation] is a cover story
and the material Brazel and the boys found out there is in fact part of this same event. But we don't
need that any more [to support a crashed· saucer claim] as we did when the investigation began."
Randle conceded that debris from a Project Mogul balloon (carrying radar targets made from
balsa-wood sticks and aluminum foil attached to parchment) would be "grossly similar" to what
Brazel and others described. But Randle charged that this Project Mogul explanation was
devised by the USAF "to add an element of confusion."
SUN GOOFED in its November issue (#30) when it said that there was no mention in R/ S #2
or its index of Project Mogul as a possible explanation for the Brazel ranch debris. SUN looked
under "Mogul" rather than under "Project. • A brief discussion of Project Mogul balloons being
launched from Alamogordo Air Field, N.M., in the summer of 1947 appears on page 126. But
R/S concluded: "There is no evidence that any of these cluster balloons fell on the ranch where

Brazel discovered the debris or that the ... debris is explainable as one of these cluster-type balloons. •

Hopkins Reports Massive/Group Abductions Into Giant UFOs
UFO-abduction guru Budd Hopkins reported
at last October's conference in Pensacola. Hopkins
are being abducted [and taken] into the same ship."
groups" who said "she had this dream that she was in

a number of fascinating new discoveries
claimed that "enormous numbers of people
He cited a woman in one of bis "support

a gigantic room. And there were rows and
rows of naked people being processed in a kind of stupor, moving along with Aliens directing the_m .
And there was ... a moving stairway, like an escalator, and she went up. When she said that, someone
else in the room said: 'Oh my God. I had a dream like that too'... .And so did a third person."
Working with each of the three persons separately, Hopkins used regressive hypnosis to
determine if these "dreams" were suppressed memories of UFO- abductions. Under h,ypnosis, one
woman--Emily--recalled seeing the other woman "standing there in the craft and she fEmily]
actually spoke to her." Because both were naked, Hopkins asked Emily if she could see any
identifying features or scars on the other woman. Emily reported seeing "a very big, long scar

at the bikini line. And when I checked with this f other J woman, she said she had had a bladder
operation as a teenager and has a big, long wide scar at the bikini line," Hopkins reported. And
he said the second woman, under hypnosis, was able to describe certain body features of Emily.
When Hopkins asked each woman whether the third person- -a young man· -had much hair on
his chest, both said he had no chest hair, which proved to be true .
Hopkins acknowledged that the two women were "casual friends," but he did not say if
he asked them if they had ever gone swimming together or to an aerobics class. Nor did
Hopkins say whether the young man ever wore open· neck sport shirts to support group
meetings, or ever went swimming with the women.
. . r,
"WITNESS" TO LINDA "BEAM-ME- UP-SCOTTY" CASE CLAIMS MASS-ABDUCTION

Hopkins reported that a "new witness" who claims to have seen Linda (Cortile)
Napolitano being beamed up to a UFO in lower Manhattan around 3 a.m. on Nov. 30, 1989, was
herself being abducted at the same time, along with 30 or 40 others, a few miles north of
Linda's apartment building. [For details on the Linda case, see SUN #17/Sept. 1992 and SUN
#18/Nov. 1992]
-
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"So we're not dealing with just single isolated events," Hopkins said. We're dealing with som e
kind of mass operation which is affecting enormous numbers of people. And the very fact that you
can gel this kind of corroborative evidence from individual to individual is one o( the absolute
backbones of evidence behind this phenomenon." Hopkins admitted he was puzzled because "we
·haven't had any of these [large group abduction] reports earlier." One possible explanation
offered by Hopkins: "Maybe we didn't ask the right questions." Hopkins said he senses "that there
is a kind of speeding up- -almost a sense of urgency- -in the Alien agenda ... .As if somehow they are
more and more desperate. " [SUN predicts that as word of mass-abductions spreads via the news
media and Hopkins' disciples, there will be many more such reports.]

ETs Seem To Have a .. Sixth Sense'' About Their Implants
Hopkins' earlier hopes of obtaining a uniquely extraterrestrial "implant," which ETs
(allegedly) insert in the brain, nose, ear, chest, leg or penis of some (but not all) "abductees,"
have been frustrated by ET ingenuity. One reason, Hopkins explained, is that very few of the
implants can be detected using X-ray or CAT-scan techniques. "If they ever do show up on an
X-ray or CAT-scan, within a day or so--before there is any ability to try to recover them--they
disappear. The Aliens seem to have a little alarm bell that goes o(f in the sky [when an implant is
detected] and they come and remove the objt-ct."
ONE OF THE MOST ASTOUNDING DISCOVERIES REPORTED BY HOPKINS AT
THE PENSACOLA CONFERENCE IS THAT TilE "HYBRID" CREATURES, PRODUCED
USING EARTHLING SPERM OR OVA, "CAN DO ALL OF THE THINGS THE ALIENS CAN
DO. THEY CAN PASS THROUGH WALLS. THEY ARE TELEPATHIC. THEY ARE ABLE TO
CONTROL PEOPLE'S BEHAVIOR, ETC."

"WE DON'T KNOW WHETHER THERE ARE IN FACT HYBRIDS AMONGST US.
I HAVE EVERY REASON TO BELIEVE THAT IS THE CASE- - MEANING HYBRIDS
AMONGST US WHO ARE OPERATING IN THE REAL WORLD," Hopkins said.

SUN PREDICTS that if Hopkins is correct, you will
teams. Imagine what a Hybrid running back who
defensive line.
But "it" would have to cope with
telepathic and thus know the strategy behind every

soon see Hybrids on professional football
can penetrate walls could do to the best
a defensive backfield whose players are
play.

Mortician's Tale of Roswell Nurse, ET Bodies Is Seriously Rawed
The story told by former mortician Glenn Dennis, of ET bodies brought to the Roswell
Army Air Field base hospital in early July 1947, is the only Roswell ET-bodies tale which is
endorsed by ALL prominent pro- UFO Roswell crashed-saucer researchers. YET DENNIS'
TALE IS RIDDLED WITH FLAWS AND INCONSISTENCIES. Karl Pflock, whose "Roswell
In Perspective " report discredit 's two of Randle / Schmitt's key ET- bodies "witnesses," Ragsdale
and Kaufmann, endorses Dennis' tale. The same is true of Randle/Schmitt, whose books
completely discredited Gerald F. Anderson , a star ET ·bodies "witness" of Stanton Friedman and
Don Berliner. Friedman / Berliner also endorse Dennis' tale.
In July o f 1947 , the 22.-yl!ar-old D e nni s was emp loye d b y the Ba llard Fun e r al Home,
which was under contr ac t to pr ov id e m or tu a ry se rvi ce to the Roswell Arm y Air Field (RAAF)
as we ll as ambul a nce se rvic e from th e city to th e b ase. Although Dennis is a long- time good
friend of Walter H au t-- th e yo ung officer a t R AA F who wrote and rele ase d the "Flying Di s k
Recover e d" press relea se on July 8, 1947 which "launch ed" the Ro swe ll incident--Haut told SUN
that Dennis had never mentioned the ET-bodies incident until late 1988 or early 1989.
K ev in R a ndl e inf o rm ed SUN th a t he first lear ned abo ut De nni s from Haul in April
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1989. It is not known when Stanton Friedman learned first about Dennis. But when Friedman
visited Roswell in early August 1989 for filming of an "Unsolved Mysteries" TV show on the
Roswell Incident, an interview was arranged. Dennis' good friend Robert Shirkey drove
Friedman to Lincoln, N.M. to meet with Dennis and sat in on the tape-recorded interview.
Shirkey, who was stationed at RAAF in 1947, claims to have seen the crash debris.
The first public- -if limited- -disclosure of Dennis' tale came in November, 1989 when Las
Vegas TV station KLAS aired a series titled "UF'Os: The Best Evidence," produced by George
Knapp. Knapp had visited Roswell in August and interviewed Shirkey. In the TV show, Knapp
introduced Shirkey as follows: "Shirkey was the officer who ordered up the B-29 that transported
the strange debris .... Shirkey also has knowledge of alien bodies. The information is from a close
friend who ran the town funeral parlor in the 40s. It has never been made public until now."
Shirkey said he was asked [by Dennis]: "Did you see the sketches in the paper of the humanoids
or the bodies? [The June 8, 1987 Roswell Dailv Record carried a front-page story on UFOs with
two sketches of traditional-looking ETs] I said yes. He said, we//, I can te// you that's what they
looked like. The funeral parlor supplied the caskets for the Air Force to use because we had the
contract. And they came in and took all the baby-size or youth-size caskets we had." (But according
to Dennis' later accounts, RAAF never came to obtain any caskets, large or small.)
RANDLE/SCHMITT FIRST TO PUBLISH MORTICIAN'S NURSE'S TALE
The first detailed account of the Dennis talc in which he was identified by name
appeared in the first Randle / Schmitt book, "UFO Crash At Roswell ," published in mid-1991.
When SUN interviewed Dennis in Roswell on Dec. 9, 1991, we began by reading the R / S
account from their book, to verify its accuracy.
Periodically Dennis would interrupt to
challenge the accuracy of the R/S version. Later, when SUN discussed these inaccuracies with
Randle, he explained that by the time R/S first interviewed Dennis in late 1990, their book
manuscript had been sent to their publisher and so their version was based largely on a
transcript of Friedman's August 1989 interview with Dennis which they had hastily updated.
For example, R / S reported [p.91-92] that shortly after lunch, Dennis received telepho-ne
inquiries from ''doctors at the base ... asking questions about preservation techniques .... The mortician
was told by the military doctors that the bodies had hcen out on the prairie for a couple of days,
maybe a week .... According lo the morlician, he was fold !here were three falalilies. Two of them had
been mangled in the crash but the other was in fairly good shape. The officers at the base wanted
/o know if they could get all three into a single hermetically sealed casket." (Emphasis added.)
Dennis offered a significantly different version to SUN: He said there had been no
mention of any fatalities and the caller- -the base mortuary officer- -asked what was the
smallest sealed casket that Ballard had and how many were in stock. "Then, about 30 minutes
later, they called back and wanted to know what our embalming procedures would do to remains that
had been laying out in !he elemen/s. Would it change !he blood conlent? Would it change !he tissue?
Would it change the stomach contents?"
CURIOUS QUESTIONS . IF RAAF HAD ET BODIES, EMBALMING FLUID WOULD
BE INJECTED ONLY IF THE ETs WERE SOON TO BE BURIED . HOWEVER, IF AN
AUTOPSY WAS PLANNED, EMBALMING FOR BURIAL WOULD BE DONE AFTERWARDS.
Because Dennis found so many errors in the R / S #I account, SUN will here shift to
highlights of Dennis' own veni,l;Jn,fgiven before a video camera and incorporated in the video
'"Recollections of Roswell-II ," produced by the Fund for UFO Research (FUFOR). According
to Dennis, shortly after the last inquiry from RAAF, he received a call to bring a slightly
injured airman to the base hospital. After taking the airman to the infirmary, Dennis said there
was, "one particular nurse that I was prelly well acquain!ed with and I wanted to see if she was
there and buy her a coke ... .As I s/arted back to see her ... she came out of one of the examining
rooms .... Shesaid: 'Wlzat are you doing here and how did you get in here?' She said: '!1-fy gosh, get
ou/ of here as soon as possible, you're gonna get in a lot of trouble. '"
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When Dennis sought an explanation, the nurse quickly returned to the room which was
guarded by a captain who asked Dennis to identify himself which he did, explaining that he
had brought an injured airman to the hospital. When Dennis said he commented that "it looks
like you had a crash here and I need to go back and get preparations ready," he said he was told:
."You did not see anything. Th ere was no crash h ere. You don't go into town and making (sic) any
· rumors ... that there was a crash." Two military police (MPs) then escorted Dennis out.
The next day, Dennis said, he was curious to find out what had happened and called the
nurse several times, only to be told she was not in. ''Abou t 11 o'clock, she called the funeral
home .... And she said 'I need to talk to you, '" and she suggested meeting at the Officers Club. When
they met there, according to Dennis, "She look'Cd lik e death warmed over. She said, 'You won't
believe what happened .... Beforc 1 tell you anything ...you have to give me a sacred oath that you will
not ever mention my name or you can get me in a lot of trouble.' I said OK, because I said I would
definitely like to know what's going on." ·
Dennis said the nurse told him that on the previous day she had gone into a room to get
some supplies where she found two unfamiliar doctors performing a preliminary autopsy on a
strange-looking creature and the mangled remains of two others. When she tried to depart, the
doctors insisted she remain to help them and take notes. Dennis said that while they sat in the
Officers Club, the nurse drew him a sketch of the strange-looking creatures and told him they
had no thumbs and what looked like small suction cups on the tips of their four fingers. Dennis
said that before he drove the nurse back to her quarters, she gave him her ET sketch but reminded him of his sacred oath to keep the ET information and sketch secret.
Dennis Claims Nurse Quickly Transferred, Reportedly Killed In Air Crash
Dennis says he tried to call the nurse several times during the next few days, without
success. Then he says he was told that she had been transferred. Several weeks later, he says
he received a letter from the nurse saying she was in England and providing him with an APO
(Army Post Office) number. But when he wrote to her, he said his letter was returned unopened- -stamped "DECEASED. " Dennis says he later heard that the nurse had died in a military
aircraft accident. However, Randl l'/ Schmitl report in their second hook that their search - of
the New York Times index, National Transportation Safety Board and Armv records failed to
find any such crash.
Dennis told a different story when he was interviewed on Dec. 31, 1991 by UFOiogist
Anne MacFie, as reported in her article in the April 1992 MUFON UFO JOURNAL.
He
explained to her (as be had done to SUN) that the 23- year old nurse was from St. Paul, had
been raised in a convent and wanted to become a nun when she finished her service in the Army,
which had funded her last two years in college. When Mac Fie asked if Dennis knew whether .
the nurse was still alive, he responded: "I don't know. I heard she died three years ago {1988],
but that's only hearsay." MacFie asked if Dennis had ever tried to contact the nurse "to see if she
would talk now that others have?" Dennis replied: "I never did try and contact her.... She did join
an order {became a nun I a[ter she got out o{ the Army. But I don't think she would {talk}. She was
so disciplined that if her superior told her to walk across fire, she probably would have done it."

If Dennis' story was tru e. it se em e d odd that a person of such high char ac ter, who had
been in the Armv for onlv thre e month~. would knowinglv violate milit a ry sec uritv by
revealing highl v sensi ti ve information to a casual acquaintance she h ad known for le ss than
three m onths . So SUN asked Dennis: "Did you date her?" Dennis replied: "No, no, no. She had no
interest in men whatsoever. He,..wHdle life was planned. She was gonna be a nun."
But this Dennis claim w·as challenged in a video "UFO SECRET: The Roswell Crash,"
produced by Mark Wolf, in which Dennis is interviewed. In introducing Dennis, narrator Wolf
said: "We should note here that Glenn's concern for Judy [nurse's pseudonym] was serious. Marriage
had been discussed." On Mar. 14,1993, we wrote to Wolf, pointing out that the foregoing claim
was contrary to what Dennis had told StiN. We asked: "How certain are you of the accuracy of

if.
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the above statement?" SUN also asked if Wolf had a video or audio tape of Dennis making such
a statement. Wolf promptly replied saying: "That is what he [Dennis] disclosed to me during on,
of several lengthy background discussions prior to taping. He added that her family did not approve
of him, since they were Catholic and he was Protestant."
Don Schmitt, who was with Wolf at the time of the interviews and filming, confirmed
Wolf's account in discussions with SUN in Roswell in late March of last )'ear. According to
Schmitt, Dennis said that when the nurse's brother visited her in Roswell and learned that she
was considering marriage to Dennis, he had "lectured" her against the marriage. [The new R / S
book reports (p. 67) that Dennis "had dated" the nurse.] On April 16, I wrote Wolf to report
Schmitt's statement, asking if Wolf's recollections corroborated those of Schmitt. Wolf called
while we were out, but left a message on the answering machine which confirmed Schmitt's
statement. But Dennis, according to a friend, says the Wolf/Schmitt statements are false.
If Dennis' basic story were true, one should expect that he would eagerly have read the
first R/S book in the hope of learning more about the mysterious ET bodies from the many new
"witnesses" R/S had discovered.
Yet when SUN talked with Dennis- -six months after
publication of R/S #1-- he said that his wife had read the book but he had not.

DENNIS IGNORES SOLEMN OATH AND RECONSTRUCTS "MISSING" ET SKETCH
After Dennis described having given his "solemn oath " to keep secret the nurse's ET
sketch, SUN asked what he had done with it. One might expect that he would have stored it
in a safe deposit box, or hidden it in his apartment. INSTEAD, DENNIS SAID, HE HAD PUT
THE ET SKETCH IN HIS PERSONAL FILES AT THE BALLARD FUNERAL HOME. When
Dennis left Ballard around 1962 to go into business for himself, he left behind the ET sketch.
Dennis told SUN that he and Friedman had earlier visited Ballard to try to find the ET sketch.
According to Dennis, ALL of the old files were there, including 1946 and 1948. But ALL of the
1947 files, including his own with the ET sketch, were MISSING.
Although Dennis had not seen the (alleged) nurse 's ET drawing for at least 30 )'ears,- he
[seemingly] remembered the details well enough to make a rough sketch, which he gave to an
artist friend to refine. SllN did not ask Dennis why he had made the effort to reconstruct the
ET sketch and asked his artist friend to enhance it- -violating his "solemn oath " to the nurse.
But SUN did ask Dennis how the new sketch found its way into the first R / S book. Dennis
replied: "That's what I'd like to know, because I gave it to one person." When SUN asked the name
of that person, Dennis refused to say.
When SUN inquired if Dennis had asked this person how the ET sketch got into the R / S
book, Dennis replied: "Well, but he says he's not responsible for it." SUN asked: "Does he swear·
under solemn oath that he did not [give the sketch to R / S)? " Dennis replied : "/did not ask him
any solemn oath because I don't believe in solemn oaths." Then Dennis laughed.
SUN found it bard to believe that Randle/Schmitt would resort to covert means to
obtain the ET sketch and publish it without Dennis' permission- -risking serious legal
repercussions. When we checked out this Dennis claim with Randle on Dec. 29, 1991, he said
the ET sketch had been supplied by Dennis, who was credited in the caption.
When Roswell researchers sought the name of the nurse to try to locate her, or some
hard evidence that such a person Cff-r existed, Dennis provided it: NAOMI MARIA SELFF. But
in Karl Pflock's "Roswell ln. Perspective" report, he admits that: "To date no official records of

the existence of the nurse- -birth and school documents, military service files, and so on- -or her
presence at Roswell AAF in July 1947 have been found. Similarly, no record of her family has been
located. The search continues, but so far, she seems to have disappeared without a trace." An
alternative explanation is that Naomi Maria Selff never existed.

-

[Other major discrepancies in the tale of the nurse and ET bodies will he reported in SlJN #32.)
"'
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SHORT SHRIFT
*
"There are aliens mining the moon. They have bases on the moon, • according to UFO
_lecturer Robert Dean- -echoing the claims made in the 1950s by George Adamski which proUFOiogists of that era dismissed as nonsense. (Adamski died shortly before NASA's Surveyor
spacecraft, placed in orbit around the moon in the mid-1960s, provided photos of 99% of the
lunar surface to disprove Adamski's claims.) Dean's tales reportedly received an enthusiastic
reception at last October's UFO conference in Pensacola. According to Dean, "All of our
astronauts know it, and many o( them are having nervous breakdowns. The guys are being forced
by the government to keep the greatest secret of our time. • Dean explained why NASA ended its
manned lunar flights: "We were told to get o({ the moon and stay o({. • According to Dean, there
are four different species of ETs on the moon, one of which resembles Earthlings: "They look
so much like us they could sit next to you and you would never know it. • When a member of the
audience asked if Hilary Rodham Clinton was an ET, Dean said she was not. SUN wonders:
How would Dean know?

*

Robert Bigelow, wealthy Las Vegas real estate man and patron of the paranormal, has
offered to contribute funds- -reportedly as much as $250,000-- for UFO research to be
administered by MUFON, the Hynek Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) and the Fund for UFO
Research (FUFOR).
The Bigelow Foundation funded the 1992 "liFO-abduction" survey
conducted by the Roper Organization. [SUN #16 / July 1992] While each of the UFO groups will
select the research projects it wants to support using Bigelow funds, they will coordinate their
efforts to avoid duplication . Funding request proposal forms can be obtained from any one of
the three groups for submission to that group.

*

One research project that at least two "high -ranking" MUFON officials would like to
fund is to find a respected, qualified laboratory to scientifically analyze UFO photos and video
tapes. Jeff Sainio, who presently serves as MUFON's specialist for photo analysis, has
"endorsed" all of the original Ed Walters/ Gulf Breeze UFO photos and all of Ed Walters'
subsequent UFO photos and videos- -despite their "hokey" appearance which raised doubts even
among many pro- UFOiogists. SUN commends the idea but doubts its long-term viability.· If
a competent laboratory agrees to undertake the project but finds "significant discrepancies" in
all of the UFO photos and videos it analyzes, it is doubtful that its contract will be renewed.

*

Dr. John Mack, Harvard psychiatrist turned l i FO-abduction guru who achieved a
meteoric rise to TV and news media fame last spring with publication of his book, "Abduction:
Human Encounters With Aliens ," has all but disappeared from the UFO scene, prompting
speculation that he himself may have been abducted. Mack's book, which was widely panned
by both skeptics and " UFO- believers," reportedly was a commercial flop. Relations between .
Mack and Budd Hopkins, his former mentor and friend, are reported to be at a new low.

•
MU FON Director Walt Andn~s, embarrassed by the lack of new UFO sighting reports
being submitted for publication in the MUFON UFO JOURNAL, sent out a memo on Nov. 22
to all State/ Provincial and Regional Directors seeking their help to correct the situation. One
of the objectives of publishing the Current Case Log, Andrus said, is "to provide evidence that

UFO sightings fare] continuing unabated throughout the world."

*

Stanton Friedman says he has selected the title "Top Secret Majic" for the book he is
writing in support of the authenticity of the MJ -12 papers, which the Pentagon has
characterized as counterfeit. , ..A &.'ore appropriate title: "Gullible's Travels In MJ -12 Land."
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